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United States Army Special Operations Forces launched a mission over Mogadishu, Somalia to capture the notorious warlord Mohamed Farah Aidid.

Super six-four! We're hit! Going in hard!

Gary Gordon & Randy Shughart

Black Hawk helicopter Super 64 was the second aircraft to be taken down by rocket-propelled grenades inside of twenty minutes.

With ground rescue delayed for both crash sites, gunships from the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment provide cover while receiving intense fire.

Super six-four is down! Black Hawk down!

It was forced into a crash landing a mile to the southwest of the first downed helo.
Chief Warrant Officer 3 Mike Durant is the pilot of Super 64. His crew is critically wounded while he is trapped in the wreckage.

Somali fighters start to gather from every direction, drawn by the easy prey of the downed helo.

Only the fire from circling American helicopters was keeping them at bay.

Fire provided by men like Master Sergeant Gary Gordon and Sergeant First Class Randy Shughart.

They’re catching it down there!

RPG right!

Both were snipers with 1st Special Forces Operational Detachment-Delta (commonly known as Delta Force).

A father of two, Gordon was an army engineer before being accepted into Special Forces.

Shughart was raised on a dairy farm before joining the Army out of high school. He initially served in the 75th Ranger Regiment.
The Delta Operators’ task that day had been to provide close air cover for the Rangers on the ground.

Now they would protect the men at the crash site.

Do we have an ETA for ground rescue?

Negative! They haven’t started for the first crash site yet!

Those guys aren’t gonna last down there.

Gordon and Shughart thought they could do more on the ground.

Twice they asked to be inserted, twice they were denied.

You’ve got to put us in.

We are cleared for insertion.

We can’t land at the crash site. We’ll get you as close as we can.
THE BLACK HAWK PICKED A SPOT ONE HUNDRED METERS AWAY AND DROPPED TO FIVE FEET ABOVE THE DECK.

DISORIENTED BY THE SWIFT DROP-OFF, THE SNIPERS WERE LOST IN THE LABYRINTH OF CROWDED SHACKS AND NARROW ALLEYS.

WHICH WAY? REPEAT, WHICH WAY?

THE CREW OF SUPER 62 INDICATED DIRECTION TO THE CRASH SITE.

THEY FOUND DOWNEP PILOT MIKE DURANT WAS STILL TRAPPED IN THE WRECKAGE.

HOW BAD ARE YOU HURT?

MY LEG’S BROKEN, AND I THINK MY BACK.
The snipers then pulled the rest of the crew from the wreck.

Protected momentarily by the helicopters above, the Delta soldiers got Durant out of the downed Black Hawk.

All were critically wounded.

They positioned the crew in cover and went to establish a protective perimeter.

Under constant fire, the snipers picked off enemy fighters drawn to the killing ground.

Their deadly accuracy held off the rising tide in hope that the rescue column was on its way.
The Black Hawk that inserted Gordon and Shughart did what it could to help the men. But the odds against them were rising.

The Delta man kept up a withering fire as long as he could.

Crash site Two has one guy on the ground.

I’m hit!

Acknowledged.

The Black Hawk was forced to withdraw, depriving the men below of desperately needed firepower.

His own rifle ammo depleted, Gary Gordon withdrew to the cover of the helo.
YOU GOT ANY WEAPONS ON BOARD?

M-166, BETWEEN THE SEATS.

GORDON RETRIEVED THE NEEDED SUPPLIES.

WHAT'S THE SUPPORT FREQUENCY ON YOUR SURVIVAL RADIO?

YOU NEED TO SET UP COMMS. WHERE'S THE REST OF THE RESCUE?

'FRAID IT'S JUST YOU AND ME FOR NOW.

CRASH SITE TWO ON CHANNEL BRAVO. WE COULD USE SOME HELP DOWN HERE.

REACTION FORCE IS EN ROUTE. NO ETA AT THIS MOMENT.

THEY'LL BE ALONG. GOOD LUCK.
THE PILOT WOULD NEVER SEE GARY GORDON AGAIN.

THE DELTA SNIPER WENT BACK TO THE PERIMETER TO CONTINUE THE FIGHT.

WOUNDED AND WEAPON EMPTY, PILOT MIKE DURANT WAS TAKEN PRISONER FOR ELEVEN DAYS.

A MASSIVE WAVE OF AUTOMATIC FIRE FINALLY SILENCED THE DELTA RESISTANCE.

THE SOLE SURVIVOR OF SUPER 64 OWE DESLOPE'S LIFE TO THE TWO MEN WHO LEAPED INTO DANGER TO SAVE A BROTHER SOLDIER.

RANDALL SHUGHART AND GARY GORDON BOTH POSTHUMOUSLY RECEIVED THEIR NATION'S HIGHEST HONOR. IT WAS THE FIRST TIME THE AWARD HAD BEEN GIVEN SINCE THE VIETNAM WAR.

THEIR SACRIFICE AND COURAGE WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN.

THE END
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